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INELASTIC FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONSIN B DECAYS�P. �enzykowskiDept. of Theoretial Physis, H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polande-mail: zenzyko�iblis.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived April 24, 2003)We present the results of an e�etive approah to resattering in B de-ays to two pseudosalar mesons, where all inelasti Zweig-rule-satisfyingSU(3)-symmetri �nal-state interations are taken into aount. It is shownhow suh resattering orretions lead to a simple rede�nition of the ampli-tudes, permitting the use of a simple diagram-based desription, in whih,however, weak phases may enter in a modi�ed way. An estimate of howthese modi�ations might a�et the extrated value of unitarity triangleangle  is given. It is pointed out that substantial shifts in the value of annot be exluded on the basis of the low experimental bound on theB0d ! K+K� branhing ratio alone.PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Hv, 11.80.Gw, 12.15.Hh1. IntrodutionThe goal of the urrent experimental and theoretial e�orts in B physisis to extrat and overonstrain the parameters of the Standard Model (SM),and in partiular to determine the three angles of the unitarity triangle. It isoften hoped that disrepanies between various independent extrations ofthese angles in the SM framework will (if found) point towards New Physis.However, before assigning any of the possible disrepanies to NewPhysis one has to ensure that old physis is properly taken into aount. Infat, several of the proposed extration methods are based on the analysisof data on B ! PP deays (P � light pseudosalar meson), for whih itis not lear what SM preditions are. Indeed, the majority of the popularSM approahes assume pure short-distane (SD) dynamis, while ompletelynegleting �nal-state interations (FSI). On the other hand, it is well known� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Heavy Flavors, Craow, Poland,January 3�6, 2003. (4435)



4436 P. �enzykowskithat �nal-state interation e�ets are very important in nonleptoni kaondeays, in whih �� resattering determines relative phases between the rel-evant amplitudes. It has been argued by several physiists [1, 2, 6℄ that, atB-meson mass, suh e�ets (although probably smaller) should be still im-portant. Thus, the intermediate states in B ! PP deays should inludenot only many PP states, but possibly also a plethora of inelasti states,whih might eventually resatter into PP .The size of elasti and quasi-elasti FSI transitions an be estimated.Calulations show that these e�ets should be quite important (see e.g.[4, 5℄). Muh more problemati is the issue of ontributions from inelastiresattering. While it is possible that most inelasti states reated in theshort-distane stage of B deay do not resatter into the �nal PP pair,various arguments and expliit alulations show that suh resatterings maybe important [1, 3℄. However, with the many possible inelasti intermediatestates, a reliable alulation of their ontribution is not feasible.2. Simpli�ed desription of inelasti FSISine inelasti FSI e�ets are presumably inalulable, the best one ando is to parametrize them in some way, while minimizing the number ofparameters used. In order to make things feasible, several simpli�ationsneed to be introdued. The most important simplifying assumptions of theapproah developped in [7, 8℄ are given below.(1) First, Refs. [7, 8℄ aept that FSI are oblivious of the original short-range deay mehanism and annot hange its overall probability. Conse-quently, the set of all FSI-orreted weak deay amplitudes {W (B ! PP )}(gathered into vetor W ) may be expressed as:W = S1=2w � w +�W ; (1)where w represents the set of all short-distane deay amplitudes {w(B !PP ) }, S is the strong interation S-matrix, and �W desribes the resat-tering orretion. (For the one-hannel ase, S1=2 redues to the Watsonphase fator eiÆ , and amplitude W di�ers from w by a phase only.)(2) In order to redue the number of the neessary parameters, �nal-state interations are assumed to be SU(3) symmetri. As a result, FSI inB+; B0d ; B0s deays are related.(3) All intermediate inelasti states are represented by quasi-two-bodystates, as the short-range deay proess always produes two quark-antiquarkpairs at the most. Apart from the deay of states omposed of a single q�qpair into two suh pairs, all other strong interation e�ets are treated aspart of the resattering proess.



Inelasti Final-State Interations in B Deays 4437(4) Short-distane amplitudes wX(B ! M1M2), orresponding to agiven quark diagram X (X ! penguin P , tree T , et.) and a given �nal stateM1M2, are assumed to be proportional to the short-distane wX(B ! PP )amplitudes for a diagram of the same topology (i.e., X ! penguin P , treeT , et.) with a similar �avour omposition of the PP state, with the (un-known) proportionality oe�ients �(M1M2) depending only on the M1M2state produed:wX(B !M1M2) = �(M1M2)wX(B ! PP ) : (2)Complete SD amplitudes are given as sums over the ontributing diagrams:w(B ! PP ) = XX wX(B ! PP ) ;w(B !M1M2) = XX wX(B !M1M2) : (3)Resattering through a single intermediate M1M2 state into a given �nalPP state leads then to the following orretion to w(B ! PP ):�W (B M1M2�! PP ) = f(M1M2 ! PP )w(B !M1M2) ; (4)where FSI amplitudes f(M1M2 ! PP ) are also unknown. The total FSI-indued orretion is equal to the sum over all intermediate states:�W (B ! PP ) = XM1M2 f(M1M2 ! PP )�(M1M2)w(B ! PP ) : (5)Bose symmetry requires that the PP state should form a symmetri state.For simpliity, let us onsider PP states omposed of SU(3)-otet statesP8 only. Then, if only symmetri otets were allowed for both the M1M2and PP states, the sum PM1M2 f(M1M2 ! PP )�(M1M2) ould be re-plaed with a single parameter R(8s), a ounterpart of fator eiÆ � 1 in theelasti ase. In fat, however, sine the two-partile states may belong todi�erent representations of SU(3) built in di�erent ways from singlet andotet mesons M1 and M2, the sum PM1M2 f(M1M2 ! PP )�(M1M2) fromEq. (5) beomes a non-diagonal matrixR = 24 R(27) 0 0 0 0 00 R(8s) R(8(8;1)) R(8a) 0 00 0 0 0 R(1f8;8g) R(1f1;1g) 35 (6)so that �W = Rw. The rows and olumns in Eq. (6) orrespond to di�erentSU(3) ouplings for the P8P8 andM1M2 states respetively, with parameters



4438 P. �enzykowskiR(:::) denoting the relevant transition terms of the formPM1M2 f(M1M2 !PP )�(M1M2). There are three rows as the P8P8 state may be in 27, 8s,or 1f8;8g representation of SU(3). For the M1M2 states (with Mi singlet orotet), all di�erent ways of their ouplings to the three SU(3) representationshave to be onsidered. In partiular, the antisymmetri otet 8a, absentamong the P8P8 states by virtue of Bose symmetry, may be onstrutedhere, as M1 and M2 are not idential bosons in general. Sine SU(3) doesnot impose any onnetions between R's, FSI interations for the B ! P8P8deays are parametrized by six omplex parameters of Eq. (6).With the above assumptions, the FSI-orreted amplitudesW are givenin terms of quark-diagram SD amplitudes P , T , et., as well as parameters R.For example, the FSI-orreted B+ ! K+ �K0 amplitude is given by:W (B+ ! K+ �K0) = �P (1 +R(27))� 15(T�1 + P�2 +C�3); (7)where �i are linear ombinations of R's. One an also hek that, indepen-dently of the values of parameters R, the FSI-orreted amplitudes satisfyvarious triangle relations disussed in the literature [9℄, for example:W (B+ ! �+�0) = 1p2W (B0s ! �+K�) +W (B0s ! �0 �K0): (8)With several amplitudes onneted by suh triangle relations, the numberof independent and � in priniple � measurable data in all B ! PP deaysturns out to be too small for the determination of resattering parameters R.(5) The above disussion of the general SU(3) ase shows that furtherassumptions have to be made. For example one may (a) � assume therelative sizes and phases of SD quark-diagram amplitudes, (b) � negletsome terms, and/or () � assume additional symmetry so that parametersR beome related. Zweig rule, an important feature of strong interations,presumably onstitutes the most important additional and neessary ingre-dient here.Zweig rule and nonet SU(3) symmetry signi�antly limit the number ofresattering parameters. There are only two possible topologies of quark-line diagrams (Fig. 1), to whih only three possible SU(3) strutures may beassigned. Indeed, the unrossed FSI diagrams of Fig. 1(a) are parametrizedwith the help of two parameters u+ and u�, orresponding to the two SU(3)-invariant forms admissible:Tr(fM y1 ;M y2gfP1; P2g) u+ ;Tr([M y1 ;M y2 ℄fP1; P2g) u� : (9)The �rst (seond) struture desribes transitions in whih the produt of



Inelasti Final-State Interations in B Deays 4439
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Fig.1. Types of resattering diagrams: (u) unrossed , () rossedFig. 1. Types of resattering diagrams: (u) unrossed, () rossed.harge onjugation parities of mesons M1 and M2 is positive (negative), i.e.CM1 CM2 = +1(�1), respetively. For the rossed diagrams of Fig. 1(b),only one SU(3) struture is possible:Tr(M yP1M y2P2 +M y1P2M y2P1)  : (10)The other struture, with a ��� sign in between the two terms above, is notsymmetri under the P1 $ P2 interhange, being therefore inonsistent withthe requirements of Bose symmetry for the �nal PP state. Consequently,six R's get replaed by only three resattering parameters:u � u+ + u�2 ;d � u+ � u� ; : (11)For SU(3) symmetri resattering, the FSI-orreted amplitudesW may bealso expressed in terms of quark-diagram amplitudes. These quark-diagramamplitudes inlude all FSI orretions, however. They are denoted hereas ~T (tree), ~C (olour-suppressed), ~P (penguin), ~S (singlet penguin), ~A(annihilation), ~E (exhange), and ~PA (penguin annihilation). Their relationto the input SD amplitudes T , C, P , and S turns out to be [8℄:~T = T + C � 2 ;~C = C + T � 2 ;~P = P + S � (2+ 2u) + (T + 3P + S) � d ;~S = S + P � 2 ;~A = C � 2u ;~E = T � 2u ;~PA = 2P � 2u : (12)Suh formulas hold both for strangeness-onserving and strangeness-hangingsetors.



4440 P. �enzykowski3. Spei� resultsWe proeed to the disussion of some onlusions following from Eqs. (12).(1) It is known that in the strangeness-hanging setor the data onB ! K�0 seem to require an e�etive singlet penguin amplitude S0e� �0:5P 0e� (with primes denoting strangeness-hanging amplitudes) [10,11℄. Theprimed ounterparts of formulas (12) show that the e�etive singlet penguinmay be due to the resattering orretions: with SD amplitude S0 � 0, onemay still have j ~S0j � 0:5j ~P 0j, provided jj is around 0:25.(2) Several authors have argued that the size of the resattering maybe gleamed from the B0d ! K+K� deays [6℄. The relevant FSI-orretedamplitude is W (B0d ! K+K�) = ~E + ~PA = (T + 2P ) 2u (13)and it vanishes for vanishing FSI. The experimental bound on the size ofthe B0d ! K+K� branhing ratio (BR < 0:6� 10�6) learly limits the sizeof u. However, it does not say anything about the size of the remaining twoparameters, d and . A small value for u may mean that the ontributionsfrom the CM1CM2 = +1 and CM1CM2 = �1 intermediate states anelin the expression for u, while they may add up in the expression for d.Consequently, even when the rate for B0d ! K+K� is ompletely negligible,the FSI e�ets may be important and may a�et the determination of theCP-violating SM parameters.(3) One of the methods proposed for the future determination of angle [12℄ is based on the measurement of ratiosRd = � (B0d ! ��K+) + � ( �B0d ! �+K�)� (B+ ! �+K0) + � (B� ! �� �K0) ;Rs = � (B0s ! �+K�) + � ( �B0s ! ��K+)� (B+ ! �+K0) + � (B� ! �� �K0) ;Ad = � (B0d ! ��K+)� � ( �B0d ! �+K�)� (B+ ! �+K0) + � (B� ! �� �K0) (14)whih may be expressed in terms of r � jT 0=P 0j, , and the di�erene Æ ofP 0 and T 0 strong phases asRd = 1 + r2 + 2r os  os Æ ;Rs = �2 + (r=�)2 � 2r os  os Æ ;Ad = �2r sin sin Æ ; (15)where � � tan �C � 0:22.



Inelasti Final-State Interations in B Deays 4441When FSI's are taken into aount, the relevant amplitudes are modi-�ed by the presene of a potentially important term in the B0s ! �+K�amplitude: W (B+ ! �+K0) = � �P 0 ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = �P 0 + �T 0 ;W (B0s ! �+K�) = � �P � �T + 2Td ; (16)where �T 0 = T 0(1 + 3d), �P 0 = P 0(1 + 3d) et. Please note the presene of the2Td term in the third of Eqs. (16). Analogous terms proportional to T 0d inthe �rst two equations of (16) an be safely negleted, sine jT 0=P 0j � 1. The2Td term modi�es expressions (15) and a�ets the extration of  (note thatin Eq. (12) with S � 0, the modi�ed penguin amplitude ~P � �P+Td dependson both � and  weak angles, while the SD penguin depends on � only).One an estimate the size of jdj for a quasi-elasti resattering PP ! PP .In a model with leading Regge exhanges one obtains jdj � 0:05. For around 60Æ, the resulting shift in the value of  turns out to be of the orderof 5Æ [8℄.(4) The elasti FSI's are not desribed with the diagrams of Fig. 1. Suh aresattering onsists in an exhange of a �avor-singlet Pomeron between theoutgoing pseudosalar mesons PP (i.e., no quark lines are exhanged). Sinethe Pomeron exhange amplitude is predominantly imaginary and equal forall SU(3) representations available for the PP state, the elasti resatteringannot a�et the relative sizes and phases of the B ! PP amplitudes inthe SU(3) limit. When the leading Reggeon exhanges between the �nalPP mesons are onsidered alongside the Pomeron, one an estimate phasedi�erenes Æ1� Æ8, Æ8� Æ27, Æ1� Æ27 between B ! PP amplitudes in singlet,otet, and 27-plet SU(3) hannels. At energy orresponding to B-mesonmass, these di�erenes may be of the order of 10Æ (see e.g. [5℄). Large phasedi�erenes (e.g. 50Æ�100Æ as laimed in [13℄) annot be due to the elastiresattering. 4. ConlusionsThe presented approah, developed spei�ally for the desription of allof the inelasti FSI's in the B ! PP deays, permits parametrization ofsuh resattering e�ets in terms of three parameters only. Furthermore, ifthe experimental branhing ratio for the B0d ! K+K� is negligible, one ofthese parameters may be set to zero. The determination of the remainingtwo parameters may require a �t to all available B ! PP branhing ra-tios. Thus, the size of FSI e�ets annot be estimated on the basis of theB0d ! K+K� deay rate. In partiular, substantial inelasti FSI e�ets may
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